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Added custom “Align” settings option 
The “Swimlane Timeline/Align” option allows users to save and re-apply manual changes made to 

individual task text alignment, text position, text wrap, text hidden, Date Marker show/hide, and 

overlap task settings.   

 

Users can either multi-select (with shift-select) just the tasks that you want to save the text and shape 

alignment settings for, or if no tasks are selected, then it will save the current alignment settings for all 

visible tasks.   

NOTE: If Align settings are applied to a report based on another set of source data, then unexpected 

results may occur. 

The Align None pick list item sets the text position for all tasks to be “Text Within Task”, and also 

removes all task overlap groupings.   

The ST Manage/Align option allows you to create and manage existing Align settings with the ability to: 

define new, update existing, change, rename, copy, and delete.   

The Align settings can be included with a custom Style when it is initially created by selecting the 

Include User Align checkbox that will include the currently applied Align setting.  Users can also use the 

ST Manage/Style/Change option, and select the desired User Alignment setting in the “Customizations” 

tab.   

Scenario:  You generated a Swimlane Timeline report, and made a number of manual tweaks to tasks 

like changing text alignment, text positions, hiding a couple task date markers, and used Overlap Task 

right-click within a swimlane to get just the view and task alignment you want.  You can now save those 

manual text and shape alignment settings using the new custom “Align” option.  Later, when you make 

changes to the same set of source data, and regenerate the Swimlane Timeline report from scratch, 

you can quickly reapply all of those saved manual text and shape alignment settings with a single 

mouse click.   
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Added custom “Timeline Row Height” setting to the Timeline Rows option 
The Timeline Row Height option allows users to customize the vertical height of the timeline rows.  The 

Timeline Row Height option can be used together with the Page Width option to preset a Timeline Row 

size that will fit the desired timeline row font format specified.   

 

Scenario:  You would like to make the months showing in the timeline rows easier to see in the report, 

and you have created a custom font setting that makes the timeline row font format larger, but now 

the font is too large to fit in the size available for the text.  You can now use the Timeline Row Height 

option to increase the vertical height of the timeline rows. 

Added “Current Page” and “All Pages” pick items to the Refresh option 
The Refresh option has been enhanced to allow users to refresh the just the current page, or all pages. 

  

Scenario:  You have a multi-page Swimlane Timeline report, and you have made changes to the source 

data that will only impact one of the pages.  You can now refresh that single page instead of having to 

wait for all pages to refresh. 
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Added new functionality to the “Rolling Date Range"option 
The Rolling Date Range found in the Date Range option has been modified to provide more flexibility in 

selecting the rolling date range.  The new user interface allows users to select a timeline reference 

point that can be a Day, Month, Quarter, Year, or Fiscal Year, and then specify the time intervals to be 

shown before the reference point, and after it.  The before reference can be the “First Start", and the 

after reference can be the "Last Finish" so if the start and finish dates changed in the source data, then 

a Refresh would update the timeline accordingly. 

 

Scenario:  You’ve generated a monthly report to be used for a 5 year project, and you want to have a 

rolling date range that shows two quarters before the current year and then out to the end of the 

project each time you Refresh the report.  You use the Rolling Date Range option and set the Reference 

Point to be the current Year, the Before Reference Point to be 2 Quarters, and the After Reference 

Point be “Last Finish”. 

Added Refresh preservation of non-Swimlane Timeline shapes 
The Refresh option will now save and restore any shapes or images that you have manually added to 

the page.  When the Refresh is completed the manually added shapes will be pre-selected so you can 

quickly and easily move all of the shapes to a new position if needed.  This is a powerful new feature 

that can open up a new window to informative and customizable Swimlane Timeline reports. 

 

Scenario:  You’ve manually added a few additional comments and images to your report, but you now 

realize that you need to make a couple of changes to a few tasks.  You can now make those changes to 

your source file, and Refresh your report, without losing any of your manual additions. 
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Added “Widescreen” pick item to Single Page option 
The Single Page/Widescreen option automatically sets the current page vertical and horizontal aspect 

ratio to fit the widescreen (16x9) format page.   

 

NOTE: If you have applied the Single Page/Widescreen option, and then make changes to your report 

that impact the vertical height or width you will need to re-apply it to restore the 16x9 aspect ratio.  

Added “Single Page (Widescreen)” and “Paginated (Widescreen)” to the Export 

to PowerPoint option 
The export to PowerPoint option has been enhanced to allow users to create slides in widescreen 

(16x9) format as well as standard (4x3) format.   

  

NOTE: prior to using the export to PowerPoint/Single Page (Widescreen) option you will need to 

manually set the report page to widescreen aspect ratio with the new Single Page/Widescreen option.   

The Paginated (Widescreen) option automatically sets the size for each page to be widescreen (16x9) 

format when subdividing the report for the resultant PowerPoint slide deck. 

Scenario:  You’ve generated the Swimlane Timeline report that you want to share with all project 

stakeholders, and you now need to get the report into a widescreen PowerPoint slide.  You can use the 

Single Page/Widescreen option to setup the report size to fit into widescreen (16x9) aspect ratio, and 

then use the export to PowerPoint/Single Page (Widescreen) option to create the slide. 
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Added Refresh preservation of manually deleted tasks 
The Refresh option will now remember if you have manually deleted tasks in the Swimlane Timeline 

report.  If the manually deleted tasks create an empty vertical space in the swimlane, then Refresh will 

compress the swimlane and remove the empty space. 

Scenario:  You’ve generated a Swimlane Timeline report, and you decide to delete a couple of the tasks 

from the report because they aren’t that necessary.  You know that you could have create a new 

custom filter that could filter out just the tasks that you would like to see, but time is short, so you use 

the task right-click Cut option.  This only deletes the task from the report not from the source data.  

After manually deleting the tasks you suddenly realize that you need to make a few changes to the 

source data.  You can now make those changes to your source data, Refresh the report, and all of the 

tasks that you previously deleted will remain deleted.   

Added “Re-layout Swimlanes” to remove empty space 
The Re-layout Swimlanes swimlane title right-click action removes any empty space left after manually 

deleting shapes from swimlanes.  The removal of empty space can also be accomplished with a 

Refresh.   

In the diagram below a user has deleted (Cut) individual tasks in a swimlane that creates empty space. 

 

Users can remove the empty space left after manually deleting tasks by right-clicking the swimlane title 

(in this case “On Track”), and selecting the Re-layout Swimlanes option.  The results of the re-layout is 

shown below: 
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Added show/hide conditional “Format Legend” checkbox 
A Format Legend checkbox has been added to the ST Add/Show menu that allows a user to hide a 

legend that is associated and normally automatically displayed with a conditional format view. 

 

Scenario:  You’ve generated a Swimlane Timeline report that includes a conditional format view and 

legend, but you know that those viewing the report already know what the conditional format fill 

colors and milestones shapes mean so you don’t need to show the legend.  You can now uncheck the 

Format Legend checkbox to hide it, while leaving the conditional formatting applied, and, as an added 

bonus, it will also free up more vertical space for the report itself. 

Added “% Work Complete” pick item to the Shading option 
The interval bars that, by default, show percent complete shading within them can now be made to 

show percent work complete instead.  The source data field that drives this visualization is “% Work 

Complete” in Project and “Percent_Work_Complete” in Excel. 

 

Scenario:  You’ve decided that you want to visualize percent work complete in your Swimlane Timeline 

report because you feel it is a better measure of how much work is left on the tasks in your project.  

You can now use the ST Add/Show menu Shading/Percent Work Complete option to visualize it. 

Added support for page specific Date Markers 
You can now have multi-page refreshable reports with each page showing different Date Markers. 

Scenario:  You’ve generated a multi-page report with the Start Date marker being shown on the first 

page, and the Finish Date marker shown on the second page.  You can now Refresh all pages of your 

multi-page report, and the specified Date Markers for each page will be saved and restored. 
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Added "Delete Legend" pick item to Conditional Format option 
The “ST Manage/Conditional Format” option now includes a Delete Legend option that will delete the 

legend from the selected conditional format view.  This option can be useful if you accidentally created 

an invalid legend that is throwing an error message when you apply your conditional format setting. 

 

Scenario:  You’ve created a new conditional format setting that applies the formatting desired.  You 

then tried creating an associated Legend, and you now find that when you apply your conditional 

format you are getting an error, or you would just like to start over.  You can now use the Delete 

Legend option and retry creating a new legend.  In this case, you may find it helpful to download and 

review the PDF Swimlane Timeline Tutorial – Creating Custom Conditional Format Views & Legends. 

Added ability to more easily copy, duplicate & rename Custom Settings 
Each custom setting option has the ability to copy, duplicate and rename custom settings all in one 

step using the enhanced user interface for their respective Copy Selected to a Folder and Copy Selected 

to User options.   

 

Scenario:  You use a Style called “Monthly” that was created by your PMO and is located in the Shared 

Folder location.  You apply that Style to your source data each month to generate your monthly report.  

You would like to have another Style similar to “Monthly” Style but has a few changes made to it for a 

weekly report you want to run.  You use the Style Copy Selected to User option to copy the “Monthly 

(Shared)” Style into your USER folder, and you specify a new name “Weekly”.  You apply the Weekly 

Style and make the desired changes, and then use the Style/Update option to save those changes. 

  

https://visibility.biz/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Tutorial-Swimlane-Timeline-Conditional-Formatting-and-Legends.zip
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Added support for “swimlane alternate names” in the Custom Text option 
The custom Text option now allows you to override the default text that is displayed for swimlane 

names displayed when you use Group and Multi-Level Group.  The alternate swimlane names are 

based on the Custom Text and Fieldnames specified in the Custom Text option.   

NOTE: Any source fields referenced will have values displayed based on the first task in the swimlane. 

 

Scenario:  You’ve generated a Swimlane Timeline report that has swimlanes stacked and 

alphanumerically sorted by a task field in your source called “Swimlane Order”, but you don’t want the 

“Swimlane Order” field values shown as the title for the swimlanes.  You would prefer to use the task 

field “Project Type” to be shown as the swimlane title.  You can now use the custom Text option to 

specify to use the field “Project Type” values for the swimlane titles displayed.  Remember, in this case, 

if tasks in a swimlane have different values for “Project Type” that the Swimlane Timeline will only use 

the value taken from the first task in the swimlane. 
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Added support for non-wrapped text (single line of text) to Custom Font option 
The custom Font option has been enhanced with the ability to force a single line of text when a custom 

Font is applied.  To force a single line of text when applying a font, uncheck the "Wrap Text" checkbox.  

Default is checked (wrapped text).  If “Wrap Text” is unchecked, then when the Font Setting is applied, 

a single line of unwrapped text will be applied to shapes, and the SwimlaneTimeline will re-layout the 

tasks with a single line of text.  

 

NOTE: If you create a Style that references a custom Font that forces an unwrapped single line of text, 

then when the Style is applied the Swimlane Timeline report will also layout tasks in a manner that 

avoids text and shape collisions as best as possible.   

Scenario:  You’ve generated a Swimlane Timeline report and find that you prefer displaying a single line 

of text for interval bars and milestones.  You can now use a custom Font that forces an unwrapped 

single line of text by unchecking the “Wrap Text” checkbox for Interval Font Settings and Milestone 

Font Settings. 
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Added “Resource Names” and “Resource_Names” to field pick lists 
If the “Resource Names” and “Resource_Names” field exists in Project and Excel source; respectively, 

and they are non-empty for all tasks, then they are read in and offered in the option pick lists.   

 

Scenario:  You want to create a custom Conditional Format that applies a blue fill color to any task 

assigned to Brad Sutton.  You define a new Conditional Format that tests the “Resource Names” field to 

see if it “Contains” Brad Sutton, and if so apply a blue fill color to interval bars and milestones. 

Fixed “Set Fixed Dates” in the Date Range option  
The date range that ends on the end of a year is now based on time up to the last hour and minute of 

December 31st. 

Fixed behavior of “Select All” Intervals, Milestones & Tasks 
Toggling between select all Interval bars, Milestones and Tasks now de-selects any prior selections 

before applying the new selection. 

Fixed conditional test of Excel fields with “Yes/No” values  
If an Excel source file has a field with Yes/No values, then a conditional test based on those field values 

are now properly evaluated. 

Fixed conditional test of Project fields with “Cost” values 
If a Project includes custom task cost fields, then a conditional test based on those field values are now 

properly evaluated. 

Fixed conditional test cases of “>=” and “<=” 
A conditional test that evaluates for “>=” or “<=” now applies the condition to the equal to case. 

Fixed conditional format of “Line Format Weight”  
A conditional format that specifies a different line weight is now properly applied. 
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Fixed minimization of MS Project 
Opening an existing Swimlane Timeline report no longer minimizes MS Project on Open, when it is 

determining the version of Project installed.  It does minimize MS Project prior to reading task data to 

eliminate task reading messages repeatedly flashing on the display. 

Fixed uninstall of 64bit Swimlane Timeline 
An uninstall of the 64bit version of the Swimlane Timeline for users of 64bit Office/Visio/Project will 

now completely remove the installation folder contents. 

Fixed handling of square bracket special characters 
Custom task field names containing square bracket characters will now be handled properly. 

Removed the “ST Add/Show” ribbon checkboxes for text alignment 
The “Single Line of Text”, “Text Left of Task” and “Text Right of Task” functionality is available in the 

“Swimlane Timeline” ribbon through the “Text” group icons, and also via task right-click options. 

Moved “Swimlane/Layout” option to the “ST Add/Show” ribbon 

Renamed various Swimlane Timeline options 
 Renamed “Swimlane Sort” option to “Swimlane Stack” option 

 Renamed “Autofit to Width” option to “Single Page” option 

 Renamed “Color Palette” option to “Palette” option 

 Renamed “Select” ribbon group to “Select All” ribbon group 

 Renamed “All Intervals” to be “Interval Bars” 

 Renamed “All Milestones” to be “Milestones” 

 Renamed “All Tasks” to “Tasks” 

Switched to HTTPS for communicating with the License Server 
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) is the secure version of HTTP, the protocol over which 

data is sent between your browser and the Swimlane Timeline License Server during registration and 

activation. All communications between your browser and the Swimlane Timeline License Server are 

now encrypted. The only data shared with Visibility.biz is your Name, Company, Email address and 

Swimlane Timeline Serial Number.  Visibility.biz does not share this information.  The Swimlane 

Timeline software also has the option to be registered and activated manually off-line for those users 

with limited, or without, internet access. 

Switched to SHA-256 cryptographic/hashing algorithms 
SHA-256 is a set of cryptographic hash functions designed by the United States National Security 

Agency (NSA).  Cryptographic hash functions are mathematical operations run on digital data; by 

comparing the computed "hash" (the output from execution of the algorithm) to a known and 

expected hash value, the code integrity can be determined. 
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